Architecture Programme

Architecture Programme:

The Bachelor of Science (Hons) Architecture degree course consists of various interdisciplinary subjects which would provide a good foundation in Design, Construction, History, and Architecture theory.

The programme has been designed with the objective of providing not only sound knowledge of Architectural design, conceptual development, building construction, architectural detailing, structural design, building services, architecture history, graphic communication, presentation skills and computer studies but also the development of creative and analytical thinking.

Careers:
Upon completion of this study, students are able to work in construction industry as assistant designer, project administrator, builder, building materials supplier, or they may pursue further study in other related fields.

Entry requirement:
The minimum entry requirement is as per UTAR’s MCP and MQA recommendation. However, for admission to the Architectural programme, a portfolio submission is required for applicants without credit in the SPM ‘seni lukis’ subject. Applicants who meet the minimum entry requirement and pass the portfolio submission will be considered for admission to the programme.